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Executive Summary
This report is the Deliverable D2.7 of the FP7 COMPLEX project: Policy Briefing and Best Practice
Statement on “Climate variability and the integration of renewables in electricity systems”. It is part
of a broad exercise to assess research needs, stakeholders’ perspectives and multi-level policy options
related to renewable energies in the European Union. The focus is placed on wind, solar and
hydropower production of electricity in a future European system that is massively based on these
three sources of energy; here named ‘Climate-Related Energies’ (CRE).
This report summarizes the main results obtained from the involvement of stakeholders in the
assessment of the influence of climate variability on the integration of CRE in electricity systems. It is
complemented by the summary of findings reported in Deliverable D2.6 (Final report on policy
options and uncertainty assessment in deployment and production of CREs), which specifically
addresses the assessment of uncertainty and reviews multi-level policy options (directives and
communications of the European Commission impacting the deployment and production of CRE).
The main product of the two reports is introduced here. It is a Science-Policy Brief (SPB) that was
specifically elaborated to bring forward a climate variability viewpoint on renewable energy and
electricity systems. Through a set of six key issues, it highlights research achievements in the best
interest of policy-makers, stakeholders and society. These can be summarized as follows:
1.

Atmospheric and hydrologic natural fluctuations of wind velocity, solar radiation and river
flow govern CRE variability and the predictability of CRE resources at different scales in
space and time. This variability of climatic drivers influence CRE exploitation at various
levels: production and consumption, storage and backup power, transport, market and policy.

2.

A new paradigm arises to take into account a decentralized and mixed renewable energy
production. Transport, storage and energy mix act together to minimize the adverse effects of
CRE variability. They cope with fluctuations in space and time, and enable to exploit existing
and potential complementarities of different CRE sources.

3.

Matching production and consumption is a matter of CRE integrability. Electricity systems
require, in permanence, a balance between production and consumption. The more the energy
sources are coexistent in space and synchronous in time with the demand, the larger is the
amount of supplied energy that can be directly used. Understanding CRE integrability is a key
issue to evaluate the performance of a CRE mix.

4.

European regions are not equal in terms of CRE abundance and easiness of integration. The
mix of CRE sources that best satisfies the consumption varies across European regions. This
inequality may challenge technological solutions and policy issues. Measuring the easiness of
CRE integration is a critical step for the design of a mixed CRE system that directly depends
on local climate variability.

5.

Transition trajectories to 100% renewables are marked by different phases of uneven easiness
of CRE integration. Strategies of CRE mix production need to consider the complementarity
of CRE sources given their variability. Transition also means evolving conditions for transport
and storage as well as demand behaviour. Demand flexibility can be a central game changer
concerning CRE integration and the achievement of 100% renewable energy.

6.

The present state and the potential development of hydropower deserve particular attention.
With its ability to both produce and store energy, hydropower holds a specific status in the
context of energy transition and renewable energy targets. Its development is challenged by
many factors: its intrinsic characteristics (e.g. hydropower cannot be exploited everywhere),
and current technical limitations and environmental issues (e.g. water management in
hydropower systems must be compatible with strategies for river ecosystems conservation and
other water uses). In addition, climate changes may modify the role of large reservoirs and be
key drivers of changes in the way water and power plants are managed today.
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From a policy perspective, the European energy directives recognize the variability of climate-related
energies (CRE) and the needs to analyse the potential of renewable energy resources at the country
level as a starting point for the energy transition. At each level, from the local to the EU-wide level,
questions remain about how and where to produce, transport, store, complement, sell and buy these
renewable energies. Answers to these questions need to be guided by a robust knowledge that informs
where and how climate-related energy is available.
Driving the decarbonisation of the European electricity systems is a complex process. On the one
hand, it is embedded in multi-level legislations, market rules and functioning, economic and
technological constraints, private initiatives and public interests. On the other hand, it must also
consider the multiscale climate and environmental variability governing CRE resources, the easiness
of CRE integration in the energy mix and the potential conflicts with regard to land and water use as
well as environmental regulation.
Today, there is a clear call for a new body of knowledge, where multiscale analyses of CRE resources
and climate-for-energy services take a prominent role. Climate variability and climate change shed
light on interdependencies in space and time of CRE sources, on regional exposure to CRE resources
and on the potential interlinkages to be explored in the routes to decarbonisation.

July 2016.
COMPLEX was funded by the EU PF7 project No. 308601
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1. Introduction
In the framework of the FP7 COMPLEX project, work-package 2 (WP2), entitled “Climate
Related Energies” (CRE), has a specific deliverable D2.7 aimed at delivering a Science-Policy
Brief (SPB) about CRE, which comprises key messages on the main issues relating climate variability
and CRE resources and integration in the energy mix.
The CRE-SPB highlights research achievements in the best interest of policy-makers, stakeholders
and society, by setting out a range of key messages related to the deployment of CRE production for
reduced carbon emissions. The CRE-SPB has a specific focus on the variability of climatic drivers of
CRE resources at all space and time scales, and their impact on CRE integrability. It is supported by
research carried out to understand and characterize the way climate governs the variability of
intermittent renewable energies and enhance the importance of an efficient integration of intermittent
CRE to hydropower water storage capacities.
The CRE-SPB synthesizes the main findings of WP2 around six key messages. These address the
main issues discussed during two stakeholder workshops and several interactions that took place with
a variety of actors and stakeholders dealing with CRE in the energy sector. The SPB basically
integrates: the main scientific results of reports D2.1 to D2.6, the outputs of the regional stakeholder
workshops held in Italy and Norway (milestone report MS23) and a specific analysis of European
directives and communications on the promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources,
including some associated National Action Plans (report D2.6).
The SPB document is organized around the following six questions:
- How atmospheric and hydrologic variability governs the potential power production?
- Why CRE accessibility matters for the exploitation of fatal energies?
- What is the role of transport, storage and the energy mix in minimizing CRE adverse effects?
- Are renewable energies equally accessible in European regions?
- How is the process of transition to “100% renewables” with regard to CRE accessibility?
- Why does hydropower merit attention as an asset to improve the accessibility to CRE?
The SPB document was intensively exchanged and discussed with several stakeholders of the energy
sector. Since stakeholder interaction was crucial to the key messages of the SPB, this report first
provides a synthesis of the outputs of the stakeholder workshops and interactions carried out during
the WP2 activities of the COMPLEX project (Section 2).The key messages of the CRE-SPB and the
main scientific findings supporting these messages are developed in Section 3. Final remarks are
provided in Section 4, while Section 5 presents a set of Annexes, in the form of tables and additional
information. The CRE-SPB is provided in Annex E, in its final layout.

2. The stakeholders’ points of view
This section summarizes the results obtained from four methodological approaches that were taken in
order to assess the points of view of key stakeholders in the energy sector:
i.

the organization of two workshops with stakeholders acting in the regions of the countries
where we carried out research on CRE modelling, i.e., in Italy and Norway,

ii.

the analysis of selected documents regarding CRE integration, which were made available by
professional organizations and energy companies,

iii.

the participation to the activities of the Innovation Cluster TENERRDIS in France, where we
collected a variety of professional views on CRE issues,

iv.

the review of the first version of this document provided by the stakeholder and project partner
EDF (Electricité de France), and the workshop meeting that followed their analyses, with a
focus on the key messages of the Science-Policy Brief.
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2.1

Outputs from the workshops with stakeholders in Italy and Norway

Two stakeholder workshops were organized in 2014 in the two case-study regions of the WP2 of the
COMPLEX project, namely Northern Italy and Mid-Norway. They gathered public and private actors 1
involved in CRE development. They were organized separately, but had the common following
objectives:
-

to consider the perspectives of the stakeholders on the development of climate-related
renewable energies, energy production and environmental impacts in their geographical areas,
to get an overview of the local reality: local needs, relevant policies, current developments and
trends in the regions, as well as models and modelling strategies currently used,
to identify and characterise conflicts arising from the use of resources for CRE production in
the two case-study regions, and
to help to bridge the gaps between stakeholders' knowledge and preconceived notions
involving scientific and data-based information.

The common conclusions drawn from the two workshops are summarized in Table 1. A more
extensive and comprehensive list of the different discussion points raised during the workshops is
provided in the Annex A.

2.2

Key conclusions and recommendations provided by professional organizations

Multiple documents regarding CRE integration have been proposed over the last decade by a variety
of professional organizations, ranging from energy agencies to big energy groups. We selected two of
these documents (IEA, 20112 and EDF, 20153) and extended our detailed review to consider also the
last reports of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2011 and 20144):
-

-

Harnessing Variable Renewables: a Guide to the Balancing Challenge is a message to
decision makers by an autonomous agency grouping 28 country members across the world.
The message aims at shedding light on managing power systems with large shares of variable
renewables. It presents a new, step-by-step approach developed by the International Energy
Agency (IEA) to assess the flexibility of power systems, which identifies the already present
resources that could help to meet the twin challenges of variability and uncertainty. This report
is part of a long series of reports dealing with variable renewable energy sources5.
Technical and economic analysis of the European electricity system with 60% RES is a report
that examines the impacts of the integration of a large share of variable renewable generation
into the generation mix of the European interconnected electricity system. The analysis is
based on the results of long term studies performed by EDF R&D, the scientific branch of the
EDF group. The aim is to better understand the technical and economic feasibility of a
massive deployment of wind power and solar photovoltaic across the European system.

1

Main participants to the workshops were: Statkraft: Hydropower company (with ongoing projects on wind power); NVE:
Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate (authority under the Ministry of Oil and Energy, responsible for the
administration of energy and water resources in Norway, including licensing processes); STFK: Sør-Trøndelag
Fylkeskommune (administrative body representing one of the counties of Mid-Norway; Sør-Trøndelag); NTFK: NorTrøndelag Fylkeskommune (administrative body representing one of the counties of Mid-Norway; Nord-Trøndelag); SEL:
Regional Hydropower Company (company established in Alto Adige, with several projects on solar PV); EURAC (private
research organisation active in the CRE development in Southern Tyrol/Alto Adige).
2 IEA, 2011: Harnessing Variable Renewables: A Guide to the Balancing Challenge, 234 pp.
3 EDF R&D, 2015: Technical and economic analysis of the European electricity system with 60% RES, 25 pp.
4 IPCC, 2011: IPCC Special Report on Renewable Energy Sources and Climate Change Mitigation, 1088 pp and IPCC,
2014: IPCC Climate Change, 2014: Mitigation of Climate Change. Contribution of Working Group III to the Fifth
Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. (Chapter 7, p. 511-597).
5 See for instance IEA, 2005: Variability of wind power and other renewables - Management options and strategies, 54 pp. or
IEA, 2010: Energy technology perspectives: Scenarios and strategies to 2050, 20 pp.
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-

-

Renewable Energy Sources and Climate Change Mitigation is a special report of the IPCC
that assess the scientific literature on the potential role of renewable energy in the mitigation
of climate change. It specifically targets policy makers, the private sector, academic
researchers and civil society. It covers six renewable energy sources – bioenergy, direct solar
energy, geothermal energy, hydropower, ocean energy and wind energy – as well as their
integration into present and future energy systems. It considers the environmental and social
consequences associated with the deployment of these technologies, and presents strategies to
overcome technical as well as non-technical obstacles to their application and diffusion. The
authors also compare the levelized cost of energy from renewable energy sources to recent
non-renewable energy costs.
Finally, the Chapter 7 of the Contribution of Working Group III to the Fifth Assessment
Report on “Energy Systems” addresses issues related to the mitigation of greenhouse gas
emissions (GHG) from the energy supply sector. This sector comprises all energy extraction,
conversion, storage, transmission, and distribution processes that deliver final energy to the
end-use sectors (industry, transport, and building, as well as agriculture and forestry). Demand
side measures in the energy end-use sectors are discussed elsewhere, in chapters 8 to 11.

Table 1 – Summary of the main common topical conclusions from the stakeholder workshops held in
Italy and Norway
Key issue

Summary

Demand

Local integration calls for demand flexibility. There is an overall tendency towards
consumption decrease, but doubts concerning demand flexibility still exist. The
development of smart meters is seen as an asset to raise public interest and awareness.

Transport

In both regions, adaptation of the electrical power transmission grid is critical to the
development of renewable energies.
The typical CRE integration scale is the “market Zone”, a space segmentation where
market time characteristics, grid structure, production poles and neighbouring
opportunities to import/export cross.
CRE integration induces additional grid managing and operating costs.

Storage

Energy storage is a key issue to CRE integration. Storage needs to be specifically
adapted to solar PV systems (small-scale distributed production with local battery
storage – e.g. cars) and wind power systems (large-scale concentrated production with
grid level storage in hydropower reservoirs).

Mix

Mixes are driven by incentives that may evolve with time. The historical development
and current state of the energy mix are important drivers of investment.

Environment

Environmental concerns about the development of wind power (landscape and land-use
conflicts), solar power (competition with food) and hydropower (access to water
resources and “ecological discharge”) exist.

Water use

The intensification of water usage conflicts in scarcity situations has been observed. The
need to adapt reservoir usages with CRE development is highlighted.

Market

Low electricity price is a regional asset. CRE cost is not competitive and too dependent
on regulation and taxes. Regional imbalance between production/consumption induces
importation and rising prices, hence conflicts.

Policy

Splitting production and trading does not favour CRE integration.
CRE development contributes to regional policy:
- CRE is considered as a regional economic asset, even if CRE popularity decreases,
- The public is ready to change consumption behaviours.
Power market models may help to decide on regional climate energy plans.

-
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Table 2 summarizes the main conclusions and recommendations from professional organizations, as
communicated in the reports they have produced and that are here analysed. More details are provided
in the Annex B.
Table 2 – Summary of the main conclusions and recommendations extracted from selected documents
on renewable energy integration elaborated by professional organizations
Key issues

Main conclusions and recommendations

CRE governing
variability

The main constraining factor in CRE integration is the variability beyond one day
(ramping capability at 36 hours ahead), and not the one in the short time scale.
The greatest need for additional flexibility is found in the longer term (IEA).
Weather forecastability is an asset to reduce uncertainty in CRE variability (EDF).

Potential CRE
production and demand

The realizable technical potential for renewable energies at all geographical scales
remains to be fulfilled (IPCC).
Demand flexibility, following consumer habits and “smart technology”, will take
time to change (IEA).

Transport, storage and
mix

Wind and solar PV pose challenges at the local distribution and the global
transport levels (EDF), and both need a robust transmission grid (IEA).
New storage technologies may emerge, which are: less dependent on limited
resources, able to moderate grid needs (IEA) and able to provide new services,
such as inertia (EDF).
The most critical periods for frequency stability are those when the demand is low.
Hence, the need to limit CRE penetration during these periods (EDF).

Climate change

Climate change will have impact on CRE accessibility and on water/energy
tensions. It calls for more research, in particular with regard to local and regional
technical potentials for CRE (IPCC).

Water use

Green water for biomass is a growing water use impacting the energy sector.

Environment

Environmental benefits of CRE include the reduction of air pollution (IPCC).

Markets

Tension exists between market and policy making about the “optimization level” in
the resource mix, or, in other words, the extent of the “considered area” in the
flexible resource portfolio (IEA – Generality).
There may be possible adverse economic consequences due to reduced revenues of
backup production plants (IEA).
Markets should feature short gate closure times to avoid CRE spillage (IEA).
Policy makers should not frame CRE integration as a mere technical challenge.
Public discourse around energy systems and stimulating policies are required
(IPCC).

Policy

Policy should remove regulatory barriers such as non electrical constraints on the
use of hydropower plants (IEA)
The decarbonising of the electricity generation with a mix of CRE (and nuclear
energy) is key to mitigation strategies (IPCC, EDF).
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Participation to TENERRDIS, an Innovation Cluster on Renewable Energy6

2.3

This ‘pôle de compétitivité’ about energy technology organizes regular meetings that aim to initiate
collaborations between industrial, operational and academic actors from the private and the public
sectors. In the framework of our research activity on Climate-related energies in the WP2 of the
COMPLEX project, we attended several of these meetings. We had the opportunity to give a formal
presentation of our work during a TENERRDIS meeting and to host a formal visit of the cluster staff
to the CNRS laboratory (WP2 leader partner) in December 2014. During these meetings, we also
attended formal presentations by TENERRDIS members and took these opportunities to interview
those who shared common interests with the works carried out under COMPLEX. Annex C provides
details of these exchanges.
Overall, we collected views about a variety of topics. These contacts also helped to shape our
understanding on the willingness of stakeholders in the energy sector to interact with science, despite
the many difficulties that may arise. Examples of findings are:

2.4

-

Production variability of climate-related energies is of great interest to different producers
involved in wind and solar production (e.g., CNR, MAIA-Eolis, Sun’R Energy). Despite their
apparent interest, not all of these actors responded later on to our calls for an interview and to
our solicitations to review the CRE policy-brief.

-

Distribution adaptation is a preoccupation of several regional ‘syndicats d’énergie’ (“energy
associations”), since DSOs (Distribution system operators) are giving exploitation concessions
to large companies (mostly EDF in France). Local grid adaptation is thus a current concern.

-

Demand flexibility is also a common concern among energy companies. The results obtained
in the framework of GreenLys, a major smart grid experiment around a new EDF electricity
meter, demonstrate the weak flexibility of both, the private and the public sectors (in the best
of cases, one hour of load shedding is necessary to prevent uncontrolled service disruptions).

Internal review by EDF and their recommendations

The main contribution of EDF to COMPLEX was to act as an operational mirror, giving to the
research activity conducted in WP2 the needed reflexions of an industrial stakeholder involved in
electricity production and distribution. In practice, this was materialized through written reviews of
many reports produced by WP2 (namely, D2.1, D2.2, D2.6, and this report, D2.7), through informal
discussions and a workshop meeting held in Paris on July, 1st 2016 to discuss research findings and the
CRE policy brief presented in this report.
In their review of Reports D2.1 and D2.2 at the beginning of the project, our EDF contacts7 attracted
our attention to the role of climatic conditions on other energy sources, not included in our CRE
definition. For instance, they gave us the example of the hot summer in 2003, when the electricity
price dramatically increased in response to cooling limitations on the production of conventional
thermal power plants in France8.

6

As a new energy technology cluster bolstering competitiveness, the consortium TENERRDIS supports new energy
technology companies across the dynamic Rhône-Alpes region in France, including support to their efforts to expand their
footprint in the global carbon-free energy market (http://www.tenerrdis.fr/en/ )
7 Frédéric Hendrickx is an expert research hydrologist interested in the thermal behaviour of rivers and in water
management; Julien Najac is a specialist of wind and sun energy and the head of the Climate impact project at EDF; Pascal
Poulhe is the head of the PRESAGE project on the interactions between water usages and hydropower production.
8 Citation from the EDF report given in Annex of the report D2.2 (in French): “[] bien que les centrales thermiques
(nucléaire / charbon / fuel / etc.) ne soient pas dans l’enveloppe des CRE, il est à noter que la réglementation sur les cours
d’eau (température maximale après mélange / échauffement amont aval / etc.) rendent leur disponibilité dépendante du
climat []. Ce point mérite sans doute plus d’attention car les forts prix de l’électricité durant la canicule de 2003 ne peuvent
s’expliquer uniquement par une forte demande en énergie: la France par exemple s’est retrouvée dans une situation très
contrainte de disponibilité de son parc thermique.”
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In their review of the reports D2.6 and D2.7 (this report), EDF9 essentially draws our attention to the
four points listed below, which we have extensively discussed during our final workshop in Paris on
July 1st and tried to take into account in the final version of the reports (the full review provided by
EDF, in French, is given in the Annex D):
1. Transition to 100% renewables
Beyond the interesting description of the strategic vision of EDF (CAP 2030) with regard to a
“sure, affordable and decarbonised electricity”, two important aspects were highlighted:
-

The 100% CRE horizon is too far. Given its industrial history, EDF prefers to focus on closer
scenarios that already raise complex questions to be solved: “Pour un électricien comme EDF,
l’horizon d’une transition vers du 100 % renouvelable apparait encore très lointain, et
l’attention se focalise plus aujourd’hui sur des scénarios intermédiaires [] qui pose[nt] déjà
aujourd’hui des questions complexes à résoudre”.
This position makes reference to an in-depth study carried out by EDF in 2015 on the
technical and economic feasibility of a European electricity system with 60% renewables (see
§2.2, and Annex B). Europe proposes milestones for a gradual deployment of CRE that can be
challenging, particularly given the peculiar situation of some countries like France. However,
today, we also witness a wide diversity of situations at regional (with the example of our study
regions in Northern Italy and Mid-Norway, see §2.1) and national levels, e.g., Portugal
recently claimed “four days straight on renewable energy alone” 10 and Denmark produced
42% of its electricity from wind in 2015.

-

The balance between 100% CRE production and consumption is so complex that new
technologies are certainly needed. It becomes crucial for research works to also contribute to
providing indications about the most promising technologies in the domains of transport
needs, storage frequencies and demand flexibility.

2. The notion of CRE: clarifications are needed
We note at least two points that created confusion with the notion of ‘Climate-related energies’
(CRE). One is the use of the notion of “run-of-the-river” hydropower to split the availability of
energy from the rivers and the storage action of reservoirs11. The terminology used should not
convey the wrong message that hydropower storage is ignored. Specific attention was paid to this
aspect in the revised versions of our reports and policy brief. The other point that raised attention
concerned the fraction of other renewable energies besides those considered in our work (i.e.,
wind, solar PV and hydropower). This fraction essentially includes wave and tide energy as well
as biomass, which, to our best knowledge, represent a small share of electricity production in
100% renewable scenarios (for instance, the 100% scenario of the project e-Highways takes, 52%,
24%, and 21% for wind, solar and hydropower, respectively, with the remaining 9% being
attributed to biomass).
3. Issues on the operational margin of electric systems (e.g., real time forecasts) and demand
flexibility are not fully discussed
In the EDF review, it was noted that: “Le travail s’est essentiellement concentré à envisager la
problématique des CRE sous l’angle de l’équilibre entre la production et la consommation. La
question de la prévisibilité est peu, voire pas évoqué [et] les exercices conduits posent
essentiellement la question du mix [] pour faire au mieux face à la demande en temps réel”.

9

Review led by Frédéric Hendrickx.
A. Neslen, The Guardian, 18 May 2016, http://gu.com/p/4jba3/sbl
11 In our view, “run-of-the-river” energy designs the energy naturally available along rivers, including the energy passing
through dams, which can be stored or not. Professionals in France sometimes use the expression “natural flow”, referring to
the flow that is not transformed into power, or “hydraulicity” (“hydraulicité”, in French), which, to our best knowledge, is a
term improperly taken from the hydraulic cement terminology and not commonly used in English.
10
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It is argued that the issues of ‘forecastability’ (i.e., how a model trajectory diverges from a true
system trajectory) or “predictability” (i.e., how trajectories of the true system diverge) 12 are less
discussed than the issue of the balance between production and consumption. We agree that the
former are important issues when looking at the balance between production and consumption,
and that this importance will grow with the share of CRE integrated in electricity systems.
Different companies selling forecasts are already arguing for the added value of their forecasts
(e.g., “Combined with other solutions, forecasting production of solar power plants is a real lever
of development for solar energy” -- Steady Sun). Within the research carried out in the
COMPLEX project 13 , we also showed that, under scenarios of climate change, the expected
modifications in the hydropower systems are much less dependent on the management model than
on the expected climate modifications.
Another review comment highlighted the following: “Il semble pourtant que l’arrivée des
renouvelables n’est pas à ce jour envisagé sans actions sur la demande (économie d’énergie,
régulation) et sans relation avec les problématiques réseau (notamment caractère asymétrique
évoqué dans le rapport)”. The comment points out to the fact that energy demand and network
constraints are crucial issues when considering the potential of CRE integration. We fully agree
that demand flexibility and grid adaptation are important ingredients of the future behaviour of
electricity systems, and we recognize the long-standing experience of EDF on “smart grids”14. We
believe that our simplified analysis of the production-consumption balance will however help to
emphasize the merits of considering different grid structures and demand patterns.
4. The role of climate change effects
The stakeholder review also pointed out to a surprisingly lack of strong statements on the role
played by climate change: “Etonnamment, on a le sentiment que le changement climatique est
presque secondaire dans la réflexion porté par ce document”. We hope that the expected effects of
climate change are now more highlighted on the various points evoked in the SPB, mainly on: i)
the expected change of CRE accessibility under new climate conditions and the wide range of
possible changes according to different GCMs, ii) the need to have more than 2-3 model runs to
disentangle the intrinsic climate variability from an eventual change, and iii) the future of
hydropower and the role of its reservoir capacity.
In addition to the four specific points mentioned above, the stakeholder review also pointed out to the
challenge of addressing an issue from a specific viewpoint of expertise, while CRE integration
involves a wide range of domains for which additional expertise than that of the natural climatic
drivers of CRE is needed : “L’ambition est forte à tel point que l’on peut en arriver à se demander si
elle ne dépasse pas le périmètre des travaux conduit jusqu’à présent par le WP2 et le domaine
d’expertise des partenaires scientifiques (contribution EDF R&D / LNHE comprise …).”
We tried to focus our attention on a simplified question, elaborated, however, within the domain of
expertise of the partners involved in WP2: the variability in space and time of the atmospheric and
hydrologic parameters that govern the balance between CRE availability and electricity demand. We
paid careful attention to providing thoughtful interpretations in the light of what we understand about
the technological and socio-economical contexts we have explored, without, however, being able to
consider theirs constraints in detail. Our interpretation of the results obtained certainly suffers from the
simplifications made to investigate the problem in hands. We explicitly mentioned these limitations
and the impact they might have on the concepts we have developed, as well as the need to complement
our analyses with further research.

12

These two concepts are commonly used interchangeably.

13 François,

B., B. Hingray, J.-D. Creutin, and F. Hendrickx, 2015: Estimating Water System Performance Under Climate
Change: Influence of the Management Strategy Modeling. Water Resources Management, 29, 4903-4918.
14 We refer here to the different electricity prices according to the hour in the day allowed by the introduction of the
“compteur bleu” in the mid-1960s.
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3. CRE Science-Policy brief: a climate variability viewpoint
This section presents the structure and content of the proposed CRE-Science Policy brief, including a
synthesis of the stakeholder consultation process. The CRE-SPB specifically refers to wind, solar and
hydropower production of electricity in a future European system that is massively based on these
three sources of energy.
The CRE-SPB is organized in a set of six key messages. For each message, we present the text as it
appears in the final document, a description explaining in more details the point summarized by the
message and a selection of scientific results that served as a basis for each policy-brief message. The
CRE-SPB is presented in its final version (after taking into account the remarks provided in the
stakeholder consultation process) in the Annex E.

3.1

Stakeholder consultation process

The material shown in the next paragraphs was used to support our discussions with stakeholders on
the final content of the policy-brief. The meetings with stakeholders of the energy sector aimed to
collect their views and remarks on the SPB. For this final review, we invited the partners of the WP2,
the coordinator of the COMPLEX project and five energy companies in France, Italy and Norway,
following our closest contacts, to collaborate. We succeeded in organizing three meetings in France:
1. Statkraft (Lyon), 28/06/2016 10am, in the presence of Clément Perchat (Statkraft) and
COMPLEX partners, Jean-Dominique Creutin (CNRS), Benoit Hingray (CNRS), Baptiste
François (CNRS), Eric Sauquet (IRSTEA), Maria-Helena Ramos (IRSTEA)
2. CNR (Lyon), 28/06/2016 2pm, in the presence of Benjamin Graff and Guillaume Bontron
(CNR), and COMPLEX partners, Jean-Dominique Creutin (CNRS), Baptiste François
(CNRS), Eric Sauquet (IRSTEA), Maria-Helena Ramos (IRSTEA)
3. EDF R&D (Chatou), 01/07/2016 9am, in the presence of Laurent Dubus and Frédéric
Hendrickx (EDF), and COMPLEX partners, Jean-Dominique Creutin (CNRS), Baptiste
François (CNRS), Benoit Hingray (CNRS), Maria-Helena Ramos (IRSTEA)
Each meeting started with an introduction from Jean-Dominique Creutin (WP2 leader) about the
COMPLEX project, its aims and the main tasks of and ideas behind WP2. Then, each item of the
policy brief was discussed one by one, with the support of graphs illustrating the main scientific
results behind the key messages of the SPB. At the end of the meetings, discussions explored the
perspectives for future research on the topic and potential collaborations.
Overall, the feedback was positive and the discussions were productive. It was clearly understood by
all that the SPB had to be accessible, explain and communicate the key messages in an easy-tounderstand way. The main comments for improvement of the text can be summarized as follows:
- additional efforts should be made to make it very clear, already in the introduction of the SPB,
that the focus is placed on climate variability and its impacts on the integration of different
CRE sources, and that other aspects, such as economic constraints or technological limitations
in energy transport, for instance, were not considered in the analysis;
- the introduction should also indicate clearly that the study of CRE variability across Europe is
a useful new research field, which brings additional knowledge to several other aspects related
to CRE integration and penetration;
- care should be taken with the terminology to avoid misunderstandings and confusion, with
particular attention to be given to the definition of CRE and the separation between
production/consumption and supply/demand;
- the role of hydropower storage as well as the environmental and technological constraints on
the development of hydropower today (both storage and run-of-the-river) should be
emphasized.
The detailed minutes of the meetings were used to produce the final version of the SPB that is
presented in the Annex E. We believe to have taken into account the main suggestions and remarks of
the reviewers in the final version of the SPB, and we gratefully acknowledge their contribution.
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3.2

Introducing the science-policy brief

After providing some background information, the SPB introduces the topic by underlying the
challenges and importance of understanding CRE variability at various space and time scales.
Sources of Climate-Related Energies (CRE) are found everywhere. The availability of CRE resources,
however, depends on atmospheric and hydrologic variations in space and time. Additionally, the
integration of CRE in electricity systems affects energy production and consumption, transport,
storage and backup, as well as markets and policy. CRE integration is thus a multifaceted challenge
for science and innovation in the transition to a low-carbon society.
From the scientific perspective, the multiscale analysis of CRE resources is a nascent research field,
acknowledged also by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). This new body of
knowledge, together with the growing deployment of renewable energy technologies, opens up new
prospects to support innovation and services in the energy sector.
The research supporting this Science-Policy brief focused on three sources of CRE: wind, solar and
hydropower. Run-of-the-river hydropower is considered to capture the natural variability of water
flowing through streams and rivers. The crucial role of hydropower in balancing supply and demand
through energy storage in water reservoirs is nevertheless also recognized. The point of view is that of
climate variability affecting CRE integration. To allow a clear view and understanding, other physical
or economic factors are dismissed, although these are also relevant in renewable energy systems.
The results draw attention to the diversity in the variability features of the different CRE sources at
both short and long term. This controls the exploitability of these energies, i.e., their ability to match
the demand in quantity and timing. European regions or countries have uneven exploitability
conditions, which are expected to change in a transition to 100% renewable energy.
Today, the EU Energy Roadmap explores ambitious decarbonisation scenarios of the European
energy systems, with a high share of renewables in energy and electricity consumption by 2050
(greater than 75%). Understanding the variability and impacts of the climatic drivers of CRE sources
is a relevant step towards fostering the needed transformations in a cost-efficient way.

3.3

Atmospheric and hydrologic variability governing CRE

Potential energy production15 from solar, wind and hydropower follows the natural fluctuations of
wind velocity, solar radiation16 and river flow17 at all scales in space and time. At short time scales
(up to about one hour), production is governed by patterns of weather variability that show distinct
behaviour for wind, solar radiation and rain. Atmospheric water, in the form of clouds, makes solar
radiation and rainfall fields more variable and less predictable than wind fields. Catchments convert
rainfall into runoff. They are integrators of water flow, which smooths out river flow variability.
At intermediate time scales (days to months), the fluctuation of all CRE sources is controlled by
patterns of large-scale systems of air circulation in the atmosphere, such as cyclonic perturbations
that are found in the middle latitudes. CRE variability at short and intermediate scales has received
the most of the attention over the last years. At large time scales (years and more), climatic drivers of
wind and solar power show much less intra-annual to multi-decadal variability than drivers of
hydropower. Expected climate changes are likely to modify CRE potential, especially for hydropower.
Confidence in the projected modifications depends on the ability of General circulation models
(GCMs) to simulate the climate of the last decades.

15

Potential power generation is computed by converting the intensity of hydro, wind and solar state variables, such as river
flow, wind velocity and solar radiation, into power values. This non-linear transformation is accurate when the physics of the
generation process is easy to describe, i.e., at rather short time scales.
16 The word “intermittency” is amply used when talking about wind and solar energy variability at short time scales.
17 Before being (eventually) controlled by a reservoir (energy storage), hydropower potential fundamentally depends on river
flows falling down from a certain height – we call it “run-of-the-river hydropower”.
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Compared to non-renewable and other renewable energy sources, CRE sources present two main
features: they show fluctuations at all scales of time and space (see Box no.1), and they are potentially
available everywhere in space, with their availability varying with the variability of their climatic
drivers18.
Box no.1 - CRE sources are intermittent in space and time at all scales
The graph shows the multi-scale variability of individual
CRE production sources in space and time. Each point
represents the space-time scale of a given CRE, as
derived from 25 studies from the literature. This
presentation allows the compilation of a large number of
results in a classical representation, where atmospheric
variability is idealized by a series of typical
meteorological “objects”, as proposed by Orlanski in
1975, namely thermals (micro-β), deep convection
(micro-α), thunderstorms (meso-γ), squall lines (meso-β)
and fronts (meso-α scale). To obtain consistent
characteristic sizes, we have arbitrarily set a chosen level
of “correlation” (here, 50% of explained variance) and
determined the pattern size in space as the distance at
which the correlation drops below this threshold. We took
by default the time step considered in the studies as the
corresponding characteristic time scale.
Most points representing wind velocity and wind-power
patterns (triangles upside down) broadly follow the slope
defined by Orlanski’s objects, which means that classical
meteorological circulation patterns are commensurate with wind energy production patterns. The atmospheric
processes behind solar patterns follow the same tendency at the mesoscale, but consistently deviate at micro-scales
(Group 1 in the graph), which is a plausible signature of non-precipitating clouds (a feature not present in Orlanski’s
objects). This confirms that, at these “plant” scales, solar power varies more than wind power. Rain variability
deviates from Orlanski’s objects at scales below a few tens of km, displaying, in this deviation, a light break around 10
km (Group 2 in the graph). Hydrological processes, such as surface runoff and underground storage, are known to be
slower than atmospheric processes by, respectively, one and three orders of magnitude, as shown at the meso-γ scale to
the meso-α scale (Group 3 and 3’ in the graph). They show a quite constant multiplicative “delay”, which is
interesting in terms of backup capacity for wind and solar power. They also apparently follow the deviation of
precipitation at micro-scales (less than 10 km). The common slope between rain and hydro becomes steeper and leads
to a hydrologic variability of the same order of magnitude as wind or solar, which has implications regarding run-ofthe-river hydropower. At the meso-α scale and over, the spatial size of the patterns linked to precipitation, solar and
wind reaches a limit (Group 4 in the graph), which means that the accumulated patterns are statistically stationary.
Besides astronomic forcing, three broad climatic regimes govern the variability of CRE sources and load. At the micro
and meso-γ scales, the three considered CRE sources have drastically different pattern sizes in response to small scale
atmospheric processes, such as cloud and rain formation. These scales concern the production technology, such as the
plant design, and also the local stability of grids. At the meso-γ scale up to the meso-β scale, the large perturbation
weather patterns consistently control wind and solar production, while hydropower has a clearly distinct type of
pattern. These scales concern the transport, storage and backup management as well as market issues. They match
with the best weather forecastability scales. Above the meso-β scale, all CRE sources and load display patterns of
constant space characteristics and no indication of marked temporal trends. Integrating over one day and 100 000 km²
seems to filter out most of the studied variability, hence the challenge of large scale CRE integration.
__________
Engeland, K., J.-D. Creutin, M. Borga, B. François, M.-H. Ramos, and J.-P. Vidal, 2017: Space-time variability of
climate and hydro-meteorology and intermittent renewable energy production - a review. Renewable & Sustainable
Energy Reviews (submitted).

18

Climate datasets that combine in situ measurements and numerical modelling are sufficiently detailed (space and time
resolution), extensive (space and time extent) and accurate to allow the derivation of long series of potential energy
production over extended regions like the European continent. They show that the factors controlling the production of
renewable energy, such as wind velocity or river flow, fluctuate from infra-daily to seasonal and interannual scales in time
and from local to regional and continental scales in space.
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CRE variability and ubiquitousness influence the different levels of CRE exploitation, namely:
production and demand, transport, storage and backup, markets and policies. By introducing more
variability and associated uncertainty at short to long terms, CRE exploitation calls for the adaptation
of existing electricity systems at all levels, including their market rules and policies. A massive
transition to variable renewable energies makes the electricity systems today resemble mining
exploitations, when these were moving from well explored orebodies, such as uranium, coal and oil
fields, to more poorly known and less predictable ones. Like in all early innovation periods,
practitioners take the risk to explore at their own expenses the characteristics of the ‘orebody’ they
exploit. A valuable climate-for-energy service would be to tailor fit-to-purpose solutions to answer
practitioners’ exploitability questions from Regional climate model (RCM) data.
At short term (up to daily), in Europe, CRE variability is governed by weather cyclonic perturbations
with typical patterns of up to some hundreds of kilometres. Atmospheric water, in the form of clouds
or rain, makes solar and rainfall fields more variable and less predictable at small scales than wind
fields. The branching structure of river networks transforms rainfall variability, further complicating
hydropower production variability. CRE production fluctuates whatever the type and geographical set
of equipment is used to produce, store and transport electricity. CRE fluctuation is roughly one order
of magnitude larger than the electricity demand, which has driven the supply/demand balance of
electric systems up to now. Most research on CRE variability concentrates below one day and a spatial
range of 200-300 km. The smoothing effect of transport and energy mix is demonstrated at these
scales. At larger scales, the CRE variability, in response to climate oscillations, deserves further
attention and needs to consider also the impacts of a changing climate. These results underpin the
statements about long term variability contained in this first message about atmospheric and
hydrologic variability.

3.4

Role of energy transport, storage and mix on CRE variability

Energy transport and storage as well as the mix of different CRE sources facilitate CRE integration.
Transport smooths out CRE variability in space, while storage copes with fluctuations in time. The
energy mix exploits the complementarities of the space-time variability of different CRE sources.
These aspects act together to minimize the adverse effects of CRE variability. With the spread of CRE
production in space, the typical logic of an asymmetric grid, where a centralized production feeds
clusters of consumers, is disturbed. A new paradigm arises to take into account a decentralized and
mixed renewable energy production. Each CRE source requires storage features that are adapted to
its variability. As a consequence, CRE integration calls for enhanced knowledge on CRE variability
for the benefit of new technologies and solutions for grid structure and storage management.
CRE production is distributed in space at multiple levels, from individual solar PV panels belonging to
“prosumers”19 up to more concentrated regional power farms. Each production site experiences the
local CRE variability. When linking production sources to demand points, electricity transport
smoothes the CRE variability through space integration over the area covered by the grids20. As seen
in Italy and Norway, adaptation of the transmission grid is critical to the development of CRE at
regional levels. Grids are designed to convey a dominant flow, from few concentrated production
sources to distributed demand points, through high (TSOs, Transmission system operators) to low
(DSOs, Distribution system operators) voltage networks. When CRE production becomes massive, the
distribution of CRE production sources in space disturbs this asymmetric grid logic. CRE integration
complicates grid management by inducing higher operating costs. The above considerations call for a
new grid structure and management analysis to find the most appropriate response to climate and CRE
variability.

A new word that links the words “producer” and “consumer” to characterize households or small entities producing and
consuming energy on a grid.
20 A hypothetical grid covering the world, for instance, would filter out the diurnal and seasonal fluctuations of solar energy.
19
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CRE production also experiences multiple levels of time variability. Energy storage and backup
energy production using storable energy are key issues to adjust production to demand. Each CRE
source demands storage features adapted to their variability. Regional operators consider that smallscale local storage, such as in car batteries, fits well to distributed solar PV systems, while storage in
hydropower reservoirs goes better with wind farms. Mixing different CRE sources means playing with
their space-time concomitancy to smooth CRE production variability and better fit the demand
variability.
Transport stands out as one of the most recurrent issue in the RES Directive 2009 of the European
Commission. The EC Communication on “A policy framework for climate and energy” of 2014
recognizes that “the rapid deployment of renewable energy already poses challenges for the electricity
system that needs to adapt to increasingly decentralized and variable production”.
DSOs and TSOs are separate professional activities that must tackle together the CRE integration
question. The European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSOE)
considers that massive CRE integration needs increased transmission distances, motivating a 150
billion Euros grid extension.
The RES Directive 2009 also considers that distributed CRE production will diminish transport
distances. Open controversy exists, for instance, about the ownership of pumping storage means,
which is claimed by TSOs.

3.5

Matching production and consumption: a matter of CRE integrability

Electricity systems require, in permanence, a balance between production and consumption. The more
the energy sources are coexistent in space and synchronous in time with the demand, the larger is the
amount of supplied energy that can be directly used. This also means lesser needs for backup, storage
and transport.
Statistics of the production/consumption balance are needed to assess the integrability of CRE sources
and evaluate the easiness of CRE integration. The average behaviour of the balance measures the
penetration of a CRE source or a mix of sources. The fluctuations of the balance characterize the
needs in terms of flexibility of the backup and storage. The space and time units to be considered to
study the balance and assess CRE integrability are chosen according to transport and storage issues –
both supposedly solved inside these units.
Under these considerations, CRE integrability is more informative than the classic assessment of the
potential CRE abundance, which is given by statistics of available energy from individual CRE
sources and ignores the features of the demand.
Beyond characterising the abundance of CRE (see Box no.2, which shows monthly energy
fluctuations across Europe), it seems important to reduce the tremendous complexity of electricity
systems to statistics of the production/consumption balance that shows the accessibility to CRE (see
Box no.3, which illustrates a simple exercise of natural balance between a CRE mix production and
consumption in Northern Italy over 2 years).
Abundance and accessibility define the exploitability of CRE and contribute to the realizable technical
potential that IPCC recommends to assess. Such indicators merge a variety of proportions of CRE
sources integrated at various space-time scales. They consider levels of CRE harnessing ranging from
0 to over 100% of the average demand as well as different levels of storage capacity and transport grid
structures.
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Box no.2 – Three European regimes of seasonal individual CRE source fluctuation
The graph shows the normalized inter-annual average cycle of
CRE power generation from solar (red), wind (black) and runof-the-river hydro power (blue) and from the load (green) in
each 200x200 km2 studied region, and over the period 19802012.
Light shaded areas show the distance between the 25th and
75th percentiles of the variable obtained for the 1980-2012
period for each calendar day. The x-axis gives the initial
letters of the months of the year, while the value of each
variable is given on the y-axis, expressed in percentage of the
average load.
Broadly, three regimes can be distinguished: i) the snow
dominated regime opposing high hydropower production
summers to windy winters (Scandinavian and Alpine “blue
batteries”), ii) the wind dominated regime with concomitant
high wind and hydropower energy in winter (the “mild
Atlantic façade”) and iii) the quite flat “sunny Mediterranean
regime”.
__________
François, B., B. Hingray, D. Raynaud, M. Borga, and J.-D. Creutin, 2016: Increasing Climate-Related-Energy
penetration by integrating run-of-the river hydropower to wind/solar mix. Renewable Energy Journal, 87, 686-696.

Box no.3 – Natural balance between a CRE mix production and consumption in Northern Italy over 2 years

These simple graphs illustrate a 2-year chronology of the daily balance between demand (in red and blue) and a CRE
production (in green) averaged over a 200x200 km2 domain in Northern Italy. The production is based on (top) 100%
solar, (middle) 100% wind and (bottom) mixing equal shares of solar and wind with 20% hydropower. The seasonality
of the deficit/excess evolution is symmetric for wind and solar energy. The penetration rate, computed for 33 years, is
respectively 76%, 69% and 85% over these two years. For the chosen mix, 15% of the demand needs balancing means
from backup production, storage or exportation. A hydropower storage capacity of 3 days of average demand would
bring the penetration rate to 90% (in the solar case, a storage capacity of 45 days would be needed and, in the wind
case, 13 days). This is demonstration exercise proposed online by B. Hingray, B. François and D. Raynaud (CNRS).
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3.6

European regions are not equal in terms of CRE abundance and easiness of
integration

The abundance of CRE broadly shares Europe into a windy Atlantic façade, a sunny Mediterranean
South and the snowy mountainous areas in Scandinavia and the Alps. These areas concentrate the
potential of wind, solar and hydropower resources, respectively.
The easiness of CRE integration is more heterogeneous across Europe. Comparatively to Northern
Europe, the Mediterranean area has the potential to directly use higher amounts of energy supplied by
CRE and Southern Europe needs lower backup and storage to compensate for CRE variability.
The mix of CRE sources that best satisfies the consumption also varies across European regions. For
instance, the share of solar power increases when moving towards South.
In addition to estimating the abundance of CRE, measuring the easiness of integration is a critical
step for the design of a mixed CRE system that directly depends on local climate variability.
Dependencies on the scales must be considered: hourly and daily optimal mixes can be quite different
and differences can also be seen from one place to another.
Box no.4 provides an illustration of CRE penetration as a function of the wind, solar, and hydropower
mix for 12 European regions. It shows that the Mediterranean region presents higher penetration rates
than Northern Europe, and that Southern Europe needs, in general, higher backup flexibility (see also
Box no.5) and lower storage needs (see also Box no.6).
Box no.4 – CRE penetration as a function of the wind, solar an hydropower mix for 12 European regions
In this display, we consider a 100% CRE production scenario, which
means that, on average, over the considered period (1980-2012), the
CRE production matches the demand (or, in other words, the average
CRE generation factor is equal to 1).
The upper graph details the CRE penetration rate (%) for the
wind/solar/hydro mix configurations in Galicia. The x-axis gives the
share of solar power (PV [%]), the left axis gives the share of run-ofthe-river (RoR) hydropower (RoR [%]), and the right axis gives the
share of wind power (W [%]).
Red, black and blue bullets correspond respectively to a 100% solar,
wind and hydro scenario. The black square corresponds to an equal
share of each energy source. The white dot corresponds to the optimal
mix, i.e., the mix giving the highest penetration rate.
The arrow goes from the optimal wind-solar mix to the optimal windsolar-RoR mix. A horizontal arrow indicates that RoR only replaces
solar power, while an angle of 60° between the arrow and the wind
axis indicates that RoR only replaces wind power.
The map on bottom displays the same penetration analysis replicated
over the 12 European regions.

__________
François, B., B. Hingray, D. Raynaud, M. Borga, and J.-D. Creutin,
2016: Increasing Climate-Related-Energy penetration by integrating
run-of-the river hydropower to wind/solar mix. Renewable Energy
Journal, 87, 686-696.
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Box no.5 – The variance of the balance residuals depends non-linearly on the mix, the time aggregation level
and the region
For the same 12 European regions shown in Box no.2 and Box no. 4 (200x200 km2), the graphs displayed here show
the standard deviation of the balance residuals to a mix of solar and wind power, as a function of the percentage of
solar power. We assume no storage capacity beyond the aggregation time level considered and an infinite grid
capacity (“copper plate” assumption) in the regions.
The list of countries is set in
latitude order showing a clear
tendency in volatility and
usefulness of solar from
Northern to Southern Europe.
This tendency is true at daily
(left) and monthly (right) time
aggregation levels. The
volatility is less diverse at
monthly level. The monthly
minimum volatility
corresponds to higher shares
of wind power.
Scientific paper by François, B. et al., in preparation (2016).

Box no.6 – Penetration of a wind and solar power mix responds differently to storage capacity across Europe
For the same 12 European regions shown in Box no.2, the graphs
below display the daily penetration of a mix of wind and solar
(percentage of solar on the X-axis) as a function of the storage
capacity expressed in days of average demand.
The colours indicate penetrations from 75 to 100%. The white line
represents the best mix trajectory, with its developing storage
capacity.
The shape of these surfaces indicates:
i) a lesser need of storage to reach, for instance, 95% of
penetration in regions of Southern Europe, such as Greece, Italy,
France or Andalucia,
ii) a better rate of improvement of the penetration for a given
added storage capacity (slope of the surface) in the same regions,
with Northern European regions, such as regions in Finland,
Norway or Bielarus, having the worst rates, and
iii) a quite stable value of the optimal mix when adding storage (in
this case, most white lines run parallel to the Y-axis), which
interestingly shows that choices about storage and mix can be
made quite independenly of each other.

Scientific paper by François, B. et al., in preparation (2016).
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The long term variability of CRE accessibility and the probability of failure to meet the demand
depend on the CRE source and vary across EU. Wind power and solar power are more stable than
hydropower at low frequencies (annual to decadal variability) – see, for instance, Box no.7 showing
that, in France, hydropower exhibits wide fluctuations at both annual (from 35% to almost 100%) and
decadal levels (from 60% to 85%).
Large scale climate oscillations of climate drivers may control CRE accessibility. For instance, during
winter, in Norway, 52% of the penetration variability from year to year is governed by NAO and
SCAN oscillations. In many studies, large scale variability is masked by the use of spatial averages
over countries, which clearly over-simplifies CRE variability and makes crude assumptions on
transport and storage capacities.
In Europe, solar power seems to be more secure to meet electricity demand than wind and hydropower
(one can see, for instance, in Box no.8, that, in some regions in countries like Norway, Germany or
Italy, hydropower and wind power have the most significant probability of failure to meet the demand
over long series of days).
Box no.7 – Run-of-the-river power production shows ample annual and decadal fluctuations of penetration,
which are driven by large scale oscillations

The above graphs present one century of daily penetration over years (top) and
over moving decades (bottom) in the French region among the 12 European
regions of Box no.2. When considered separately, solar power and wind power
penetrations are much more stable than hydropower, which oscillates between
50% and 90% (resp., 60 and 70%) at annual (and decadal) scales. A mix of
energies improves CRE penetration over individual energy penetrations by a
further 5% to 15%. However, this implies a less stable decadal behaviour. The
plot on the left shows how the penetration of wind production in Norway during
winters is explained by the North Atlantic and Scandinavian oscillation indexes
(52% of explained variance over the observed period of 1980 to 2012).
Scientific paper by François, B. et al., in preparation (2016).
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State-of-the-art models of future climate show that changes in temperature, wind and precipitation are
likely to change CRE accessibility, especially in snowy areas of Scandinavia and the Alps.
Fluctuation of hourly penetration in Italy can span over 20% (see Box no.9).
When looking at climate projections from different GCMs, the intrinsic variability of climate variables
appears to bring a non-negligible source of uncertainty to distinguish different models and to detect
changes (see Box no.10). As a consequence, different impact models may bring very different
responses to the same climate projection.

Box no.8 – Co-occurrence of low CRE generation and high demand
The graphs show the percentage of days below a failure (to meet demand) threshold (yaxis) for different couples of CRE sources (among wind, solar and hydropower) and for
each of these CRE sources and the demand (D). The chosen threshold is the quantile 10%
for the CRE source generation and 90% for the demand. From these graphs, we can check
the probability of having simultaneous weak production from two CRE sources or
simultaneous weak production and high demand.
In the graph at the bottom, we can see the evolution of these probabilities of cooccurrence over one century, computed over a moving window of 20 years (note: the
expected probability in case of independence is 1%). The most fluctuating curves
correspond to hydropower with regard to demand and wind power.
In the second set of graphs (on the side), the same probability is computed over the whole
sequence from 1900 to 2010. The grey zone shows the sampling fluctuations of totally
independent series; the orange zone shows a correlation of 0.5 and the blue zone show a
correlation of -0.5.
Basically, most of the compared variables look reasonnably independent or lightly anticorrelated, which shows the good security of the system either in terms of CRE
complementarity or in terms of demand satisfaction. Light to moderate positive
correlations are present for wind power in Norway and hydropower in Germany and Italy.
This might be an indication of an incapacity to match the demand and to find a
complementarity between the different CRE sources. From the results, solar power shows
more stability, both in terms of demand and complementarity of CRE sources.

Scientific paper by Raynaud D. et al., in preparation (2016).
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Box no.9 – Fluctuation of the penetration of a mix of solar and hydropower in Northern Italy under different
climate projections
Different climate projections (here, from 25 GCMs of the CMIP5
experiment) predict a wide range of possible modifications of
precipitation and temperature in Northern Italy. In order to get these
modifications more interpretable, we built “climate response
functions”. They give the modifications of the penetration of a CRE
mix under a variety of conditions of average temperature and
precipitation. The graph on the right represents a climate response
function. The penetration of an energy mix, i.e. the percentage of
demand that is hourly fed by the mix, is the response index. The mix
comes from 25% of solar PV and 75% of hydropower capacity
installed in snow-influenced river catchments. The penetration
surface shows a horizontal pattern, represented by isolines shaded in
cold/blue to hot/red colors. It shows that penetration is more
sensitive to precipitation modifications (y-axis) than to temperature
modifications (x-axis).
The average temperature and the average precipitation, predicted for each five-year period of a future 20-year period,
are plotted inside the climate response function (colored dots). The colors correspond to the periods of 2040-2059
(blue), 2060-2079 (green) and 2080-2099 (red). We can see that the penetration varies over a range of values that
increase with time, as the regional climate warms up. For the three periods here considered, this range goes from 5%
to 20% and shows a slight tendency to improve the penetration of CRE by a few percentage points.
__________
François et al., 2016: Linking top-down and bottom-up approaches for assessing the vulnerability of a 100 % renewable
energy system in Northern-Italy. Weather, Climate and Society, in preparation.

Box no.10 – Robustness of uncertainty components in a multi-model and multi-member ensemble of climate
projections
The question often raised when using multiple climate projections coming from different runs of different climate
models is: When the number of runs (M) is too low, can the intrinsic (or internal) variability of the climate hide the
differences between the models?
Here, a numerical simulation using a linear
tendency with noise is used to produce five
time series that mimic climate projections
from five models over the 1960-2100
period. The climate variable simulated is a
10-year average. The internal climate
variability is assumed to be a percentage
[Fη%] of the total variability. We simulated
time series from five models for Fη and M
values varying as follows: Fη =10%, M=3
(typical values for temperature); Fη =50%,
M=3 (typical values for precipitation or
solar radiation), and Fη =50%, M=9.
In the plots here presented, the model
uncertainty variance is in red and the internal variability variance is in blue. The blue and red lines correspond to the
theoretical variance components used for the generation of the reference time series. The variance components are
shown with their 90% confidence intervals (white curves and colored intervals). The first row of the figure shows that:
i) when the internal variability increases, it masks the tendencies in the time series (plots on the left and in the middle);
ii) the fact of having more than two runs, as is often the case in practice, may help to reduce the uncertainty in the
analysis (plots in the middle and on the right). In the second row of plots, a more sophisticated statistical analysis was
applied. The differences between models appear more clearly, despite the internal variability.
__________
Hingray, B., Blanchet, J., 2016: Uncertainty components estimates in transient climate projections. 1. Bias of
empirical estimators in the single time and time series approaches. J. Climate (submitted)
Hingray, B., Blanchet, J., Vidal, J.P., 2016: Uncertainty components estimates in transient climate projections. 2.
Robustness of unbiased estimators in the single time and time series approaches. J. Climate (submitted)
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3.7

Transition to “100% renewables” is not a smooth process

Transition trajectories to 100% renewable energy are marked by two phases of uneven easiness of
CRE integration.
Up to 50% renewables, any mix of CRE production is absorbed by the consumption (full penetration),
and has the same moderate influence on the stability of the electricity system.
Between 50% and 100% renewables, part of the CRE production cannot be consumed and time
sequences of CRE supply greater than the demand appear. The easiness of integration decreases and
clearly diverges for different strategies of production: it is more efficient when a mix of sources is
considered comparatively to a strategy based only on a single CRE source.
Overproduction, beyond 100% renewables, further improves penetration and reduces backup and
storage needs. However, such achievement largely depends on new technological solutions (e.g.,
export and curtailment) and economic constraints, which are not considered here.
Transition means evolving conditions for transport, storage and demand behaviour, all of which
improve CRE integration. The balance between transport and storage needs to be further studied with
regard to the mosaic of territories, which is designed by policies, markets and equipment acquisition
by industries and privates.
Demand flexibility also deserves more attention as it can be a central game changer concerning CRE
integration and the achievement of a transition to a 100% renewable energy.
Transition to 100% renewable energy also means evolving economic conditions, new design decisions
and innovation technologies with regard to production, transport and storage. It may call for a new
balance between TSO and DSO, new storage technologies and new usages of existing storage.
Public investment plays a central role on the harmonization between market and CRE integration. It
influences the development of renewable energy production and energy transport. Both are driven by
national support schemes and complex mechanisms of cooperation between Member States. Local to
regional policies introduce a mosaic of territories with contrasted CRE integration patterns. The space
and time scales of aggregation of climate variability, occurring inside this mosaic of territories and
prompted by the grid structure that organizes the territories, has a strong influence on the performance
of a CRE system.
The stakeholders we have met during the COMPLEX project consider that regional market zones are
the typical level of CRE integration, since they intersect market time characteristics, grid structure,
existing production poles and import/export opportunities in neighbouring zones. EC Directives
indicate the State level as the CRE integration level, while the ENTSOE network points out to the
national diversity as a strong element of subsidiarity. In our case studies in Northern Italy and MidNorway, it appeared clearly that the population in these areas wishes to use energy locally. There is
therefore a need to better understand how to combine market, regulation and incitation rules within the
context of a distributed and intermittent accessibility of CRE sources over a range of space and time
scales.
The evolution of CRE accessibility for the two study regions (Northern Italy and Mid-Norway) is
illustrated and commented in the Box no.11.
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Box no.11 – Transition to 100% renewables through different CRE accessibility phases
In order to broadly describe various CRE production and storage strategies, we compared different curves displaying
CRE accessibility indicators as a function of the level of CRE equipment that will increase during the transition toward
100% of renewable (represented in the x-axis by γ). This transition can actually cover an over-equipment, which
explains the graphs showing tendencies to up to 300%. We assumed a “copper plate” grid and no storage capacity
over the 12 European regions of 200x200 km2 area (as shown in Box no.2). This assumption is certainly questionable,
given the hydraulic storage capacity already in place in many countries, but any type of storage could be added in this
analysis if data is available.
The first set of graphs display the daily penetration (i.e., the percentage of daily demand satisfied by the daily
production; y-axis) as a function of the fraction γ of average demand covered by the average renewable production (xaxis) for the regions located in Norway and Italy. Considering the daily penetration as an indicator of the easiness of
access to wind power, solar power, hydropower and a mix of 40% solar and 60% wind, the curves represent
trajectories of the efficiency of the different scenarios. A perfect fit between CRE production and consumption would
follow the dotted lines up to 100%. The difference between this perfect fit and the trajectories measures the need of
backup or demand flexibility. The vertical difference between trajectories measures the cost of the less efficient
trajectory, while the horizontal difference measures savings in production equipment.

The second set of graphs shown below display the volatility of the residual load (it could represent, for instance, the
need of backup or demand flexibility) (y-axis) as a function of γ as well (x-axis). A massive overproduction of CRE
reduces the volatility of backup need. We note that massive overproduction means massive curtailment and, in a sense,
pays stability at the cost of overinvestment.
From the graphs, we can see that, depending on the choice of CRE, “massive overproduction” can move from 1.8 to
more than 3 in Italy, by simply considering wind and solar power. Less intuitively, the volatility increases up to 6080% of CRE coverage, and then it stabilises and starts decreasing well before 100%. The most critical part of the
transition management seems to be between 50% and 100% of equipment, when penetration becomes much dependent
on equipment and the volatility of backup need experiences a peak.

__________
François, B., B. Hingray, D. Raynaud, M. Borga, and J.-D. Creutin, 2016: Increasing Climate-Related-Energy
penetration by integrating run-of-the river hydropower to wind/solar mix. Renewable Energy Journal, 87, 686-696,
and paper in preparation by the same authors.
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3.8

The present state and the potential development of hydropower deserve particular
attention

With its ability to both produce and store energy, hydropower holds a specific status in the context of
energy transition and renewable energy targets. The natural run-of-the-river variability governing
hydropower production facilitates the integration of other CRE sources at all scales across Europe.
Run-of-the-river power production is already a reality in many national energy systems. Hydropower
also plays a crucial role in effectively balancing demand with supply through the storage of energy in
water reservoirs. Hydropower storage capacity offers the higher storage flexibility needed with the
growing development of variable renewable energy sources.
The development of hydropower is however challenged by its intrinsic characteristics, as well as
current technical limitations and environmental issues. Hydropower cannot be exploited everywhere,
but at specific locations along river networks. Besides, energy production and storage is only one
particular use of water. It often coexists with other water uses for agriculture, industry, freshwater
supply or tourism. Water management in hydropower systems must also be compatible with strategies
for river ecosystems conservation. Tensions among water uses may be particularly critical in regions
such as Southern Europe, where water resources are expected to decrease with climate warming.
Climate changes may also modify the role of large reservoirs and be key drivers of changes in the way
water and power plants are managed today. Adaptation may include the setup of new management
strategies at different time horizons (e.g., daily to seasonal inflow management), the revision of the
design characteristics of existing power plants, and the development of pumped-storage hydropower
facilities to explore the overproduction capability of other variable renewable energy sources.
The figures shown in the Box no.4 illustrate the penetration improvement brought by hydropower,
when it is taken in its “natural variability”, i.e., as run-of-the-river power. When used complementarily
to other CRE sources, the natural run-of-the-river variability of hydropower improves the accessibility
of any CRE mix at all scales across Europe. The main constraints to the further development of
hydropower today (either run-of-the-river or storage hydropower) are related to the structure of the
river networks (physical constraints), as well as to the present paradigm of hydropower use and to
environmental issues related to other water uses, including ecosystems. These constraints need to be
considered when local, small run-of-river production plants are deployed or when reservoir
management rules are revised. Additionally, hydropower reservoirs might face changes also in the
current rules of water management due to changes in the seasonality of inflows, as a response to
climate change. Increased tension and competition for water resources may affect hydropower
resources and its integration with other CRE sources in the energy mix.

4. Final remarks
The complexity embedded in multi-level legislations, market functioning, private initiatives and public
interests in driving the decarbonisation of electricity systems need to be confronted with the CRE
resource, which itself presents a multiscale complexity in its variability and availability.
From a policy perspective, the European energy directives recognize the variability of climate-related
energies (CRE) and the needs to analyse the potential of renewable energy resources at the country
level as a starting point for the energy transition. At each level, from the local to the EU-wide level,
questions remain about how and where to produce, transport, store, complement, sell and buy these
renewable energies. Answers to these questions need to be guided by a robust knowledge that informs
where and how climate-related energy is available.
Climate variability and change is a relevant component of the nexus. It sheds light on
interdependencies in space and time of CRE sources, on regional exposure to CRE resources and on
the potential interlinkages to be explored in the routes to decarbonisation.
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5. Annexes
5.1

Annex A – Main outputs from the stakeholder workshops organized in Italy (I) and Norway (N) in 2014 (see also report D2.3)

Key issue

I/N

Main outputs

Potential CRE production

I

Demand

I/N

PV energy source mainly depends on small-medium plants installed on roofs and/or facades (44% of 20-200 kW PV installed on
roofs/façades, 28% of 200-1000)
More efficient use in industry and households – the more local we integrate, the more load needs to be adapted (e.g. night consumption and
solar, self-consumption in commercial business); “smart” load “synchronized” on CRE availability
Decrease of energy consumption (decline of intensive-energy industry)
The energy efficiency of electrical consumers in households and the industry needs to increase
Uncertainty about changing demand patterns after many experiments on smart grids and smart cities.
Development of smart meters in Norway (2016-2018) will allow better energy use
Raising consumer awareness, the use of timers and control signals from the provider (grid or one’s own roof) will help change power
consumption patterns of household appliances
Connecting distributed CRE production from small units disturbs the asymmetric conception of networks (dominant energy flow from high to
low voltage network) and questions transmission capacity
Grid management costs depend on the complexity of the system
The market functioning (Day-Ahead, Intra-Day and Ancillary Services) implies the constitution of “market zones” depending on grid
structure (“physical zones”), power flows, distribution of production units (production poles) and imports from neighbouring markets (virtual
zones)
Depending on the technical and financial structure of the electric market, the typical CRE integration scale is the “market Zone” (e.g. North
Italy Zone).
CRE integration studies depend on the considered level (local, regional, national, EC)
Small-scale hydropower is an expensive source because its high managing and operating costs
Managing and operating the energy system and its reliability is very challenging and becomes resource-demanding in case of congestion
Energy storage is key for further integration of the different energy sources. However, due to the different nature of PV systems (small-scale,
distributed) and wind power (large-scale, grid level), the load-supply balance issue is addressed with different solutions: small-scale battery
systems combined with PV and storage in hydro reservoirs combined with wind power, respectively
Cars may become a substantial storage battery (1 % of electric cars today and 13 % of new registered cars were electric in 2014)

N
I
N
N
I
Transport

I/N

Transport/Market

N
I

I

Transport/ Management
Storage

N
N
I
I/N

N
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Key issue (cont.)

I/N

Main outputs (cont.)

Mix

I
I
I
I
N
I/N
N

Incentives are mix drivers
Incentive legislation is changing over time, influencing owner investments
Hydropower and PV represent the main renewable energies in the study area and together with wind and solar is twice as much as demand
Changes in CRE legislation in 2013: Fifth energy incentives plan (solar, small production units)
“Optimal ecological discharge”, scarcity (conflict/correlation cooling-irrigation)
Water Framework Directive in 2015 – good ecological status of water bodies
The main conflict is with environmental impact – windmill vs. reindeer husbandry, landscape aesthetics (off-shore preferred to in-land,
recreational value)
PV accepted when on buildings, not when competing with food production land
The main problems affecting the further development of hydropower depends of conflicting demands with other water usages and
environmental constraints
Water scarcity intensifies cross-sector water competition in the region
Power plants using storable renewable energy sources (hydroelectricity) need to be adapted to allow them to run complementary
Low electricity price is a major factor for regional industry and trade development
CRE cost is not competitive with coal. Investments depend on CO2 certificate prices (common market to Norway and Sweden), tax rules
(wind power more profitable in Sweden than in Norway) and environmental regulation (minimum flow requirement and small hydropower).
Imbalance between power generation and demand creates conflicts within regions - The periodically high electricity demand of a county
(Møre og Romsdal) leads to power import and high electricity prices for the whole region
The current splitting between energy production and energy trading is not a favourable precondition for the development of integration
strategies
KLIMALAND – a model region for climate protection at the heart of the Alps since 2011 aiming per-capita targets of 1.5 tons of C and less
2.2 kW in 2050
The “CRE spirit” decreases over the last years (specially wind) and the “load spirit” increases (lower consumption, changing patterns)
CRE is considered as a local value creation (e.g. “energy-intensive industry that refines renewable energy into products”, energy as a job
creating industry, as an asset for the regional future) – “proud of our energy”
The results from a power market model like EMPS are one source of information for regional climate-energy plans (consequences of new
power development, political argumentation)

Environment

I
I

Water use

I
I
N
N

Market

N
I

Policy

I
N
N
N
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5.2

Annex B – Key conclusions and recommendations to policy makers provided by some main documents about CRE integration in
electricity systems

The first table presents extractions from three reports issued by a professional association (International Energy Agency), a scientific organisation
(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change), and an industrial company (Electricité de France).
Key issue

IEA
IPCC
IEA, 2005: Variability of wind power and other IPCC, 2011: IPCC Special Report on
renewables - Management options and Renewable Energy Sources and Climate
strategies, 54 pp.
Change Mitigation, 1088 pp.
IPCC, 2014: Climate Change 2014: Mitigation
of Climate Change. Contribution of Working
Group III to the Fifth Assessment Report of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.

EDF
A. Burtin and V. Silva, 2015: Technical and
economic analysis of the European electricity
system with 60% RES, 25 pp.

Summary

Written for decision makers, Harnessing
Variable Renewables: a Guide to the Balancing
Challenge sheds light on managing power
systems with large shares of variable
renewables. It presents a new, step-by-step
approach developed by the IEA to assess the
flexibility of power systems, which identifies the
already present resources that could help meet
the twin challenges of variability and
uncertainty.

Impact of the integration of a large share of
variable renewable generation (60% of EU-2011
roadmap) into the generation mix of the
European interconnected electricity system.

Generality

Power systems are complex, and their
management remains something of an art, not
only a matter of scientific and technical knowhow.
Power systems have greater capacity to handle
variable RE than commonly believed.
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The Special Report on Renewable Energy
Sources and Climate Change Mitigation
(SRREN) of the IPCC WG III provides an
(bulk/global) assessment and thorough analysis
of renewable energy technologies and their
current and potential role in the mitigation of
greenhouse gas emissions.
[2014] The energy systems chapter addresses
issues related to the mitigation of greenhouse
gas emissions (GHG) from the energy supply
sector.
As well as having a large potential to mitigate
climate change, RE can provide wider benefits.
[2014] The use of RE is often associated with cobenefits, including the reduction of air pollution,
local employment opportunities, few severe
accidents compared to some other energy supply
technologies, as well as improved energy access
and security

Wind and PV generation lead to a transformation
of the structure of the conventional generation
mix with a reduction of base load generation and
an increase in peaking plants (“back-up”).

A number of power system characteristics affects
the extent to which technical flexible resources
are available for use in the balancing challenge.
The most fundamental of these is the strength of
the grid in the area assessed.
Whatever the form of the flexible resource
(dispatchable
generation,
storage,
interconnection, or demand side response) what
matters is its extent.
Policy makers should look to the specific
resource mix in their jurisdictions when
considering the flexible resource portfolio.

Climate
change

NA

CRE
governing
variability

The ramping capability in the area 36 hours
ahead is the constraining factor, not short term
variation (in the 15-minute timescale), as
commonly believed.
The “acid test” for Present VRE Penetration is a
situation where the system moves from low
demand with high VRE output (a windy
Saturday night, for example) to high demand
with low VRE output (the following Monday
afternoon is still).
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RE comprises a heterogeneous class of
technologies.
[2014] Decarbonising electricity generation is a
key component of cost-effective mitigation
strategies in achieving low-stabilization levels
(430–530ppm CO2eq); in most integrated
modelling scenarios, decarbonisation happens
more rapidly in electricity generation than in the
buildings, transport, and industry sectors.
The global technical potential of RE sources will
not limit continued growth in the use of RE.
The costs and challenges of integrating
increasing shares of RE into an existing energy
supply system depend on the current share of
RE, the availability and characteristics of RE
resources, the system characteristics, and how
the system evolves and develops in the future.
Climate change will have impacts on the size and
geographic distribution of the technical potential
for RE sources, but research into the magnitude
of these possible effects is nascent.
[2014] There is limited research on the
integration issues associated with high levels of
low-carbon technology utilization.
[2014] Knowledge gaps pertain to the regional
and local impacts of climate change on the
technical potential for renewable energy and
appropriate adaptation, design, and operational
strategies to minimize the impact of climate
change on energy infrastructure.

With an offer of variable RES sometimes higher
than 100% of demand, curtailment may be
required to maintain demand-generation balance
as well as to allow the provision of reserves and
ancillary services, required to ensure the security
of the system. System security can be maintained
only if variable RES contribute to ancillary
services and reserves.
The decarbonisation of European base load
generation is achieved with a mix of RES and
nuclear plant. The average CO2 content per kWh
produced with 60% RES is 125 gCO2/kWh, a
value significantly lower than today’s 350
gCO2/kWh.

NA

In order to handle the increase of the exposure of
the system to climate conditions and its
associated uncertainty, the system will require
significantly increased operating margins.
As is the case for temperature, a coupling of
meteorological forecast models to the real-time
measure of production will permit a reduction in
the uncertainty in wind and PV production at a
day and eventually intra-day time horizons. The
forecast error at the level of a site of production
is 3 to 4 times larger than the error at a national
scale.

The impact of increasing variability and
uncertainty in the net load on system
management needs to be monitored carefully.
For the provision of the flexibility service by
slower dispatchable power plants (CCGT, coal,
nuclear), fast ramping rates and low minimum
stable operating levels are of the utmost
importance. This is particularly so if, as this
analysis suggests, the greatest need for additional
flexibility is found in the longer term (36 hours
rather than 15 minutes).
Grid

Grid

Storage
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The characteristics of different RE sources can
influence the scale of the integration challenge.
Integrating RE into most existing energy supply
systems and end-use sectors at an accelerated
rate— leading to higher shares of RE—is
technologically feasible, though will result in a
number of additional challenges.
Additional knowledge related to RE and its role
in GHG emissions reductions remains to be
gained about the realizable technical potential for
RE at all geographical scales.
Importance of interconnection to areas with NA
The integration of wind and PV to the power
different flexible resources.
system poses a twofold challenge of managing
intermittency at the local distribution network
Smoothing through geographical and VRE
level (HTA/BT) and handling variability at the
technology portfolio diversity will only be
level of the European interconnected system.
apparent if all such plants are connected to a
robust transmission grid.
Policy makers should urgently ascertain where [2014] Infrastructure and integration challenges NA
grid weaknesses exist, and where congestion is vary by RE technology and the characteristics of
likely therefore to occur, and commence the existing energy system.
planning and remedial measures as soon as
possible. Smart grid technologies such as
dynamic line temperature monitoring may be of
significant benefit in this regard.
In future, it is possible that quickly dispatchable NA
It is essential that the variable RES production
generation capacity will cease to be the sole
which is displacing conventional generation is
primary driver of flexibility. New storage
also able to contribute to the provision of
technologies may emerge that are less dependent
ancillary services and also potentially provide
on geographically limited resources like rainfall
new services (e.g. inertia).
(pump), or geological features (compressed air)
and as new electricity uses emerge such as the
charging of electric vehicles.
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Mix
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The case studies do not quantify the likely NA
positive effects of geographical spread in the
VRE portfolio to the full extent. Neither do they
attempt
to quantify the
benefits
of
complementarity of outputs among a wide
portfolio of variable technology.
Consideration should be given to the deployment
of VRE types whose outputs are complementary
in specific areas (e.g. wind, solar) as this too will
present a smoother overall output from the VRE
portfolio.
Policy makers should consider the operational
costs of greater wear and tear resulting from
increased cycling of existing and new
dispatchable plants due to increasing variability
in the net load. This will be compounded by
reduced revenues for those plants (particularly
mid-merit gas and coal plants) resulting from
their displacement by VRE.
Policy makers should ensure that sufficient
incentive exists for owners / investors to
maintain these valuable sources of flexibility,
and to build new plants when necessary, so that
the system can continue to balance an
increasingly volatile net load, and so that the
adequacy of the system to meet electricity
demand in the longer term, beyond the balancing
timescale, is ensured.
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Storage and active demand can contribute to the
dynamic management of the load/generation
balance by providing flexibility and ancillary
services (frequency and voltage control and
balancing,) that supplement those provided by
conventional generation and RES production.
The integration of a large share of variable RES
is facilitated by a coordinated development of
RES capacity and network infrastructure.

Demand

Environment

Market

Incentives/
market
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The case studies do not consider net load: the net NA
variability resulting from demand and VRE
output combined. Again this is due to the fact
that net load data were not available in all cases.
Instead the case studies simply sum the two
requirements.
Areas with more ambitious plans for variable
renewables deployment may need immediately
to start planning how they will increase their
flexible resources. Some demand side resources
may be activated relatively quickly from a purely
technical point of view, though consumer habits
may take longer than expected to change and the
roll out of smart appliances and other smart grid
technical components will take time.
NA
[2014] Climate change may also exacerbate
water and energy tensions across sectors and
regions, potentially impacting hydropower
(either positively or negatively, depending on
whether the potential climate-adaptation benefits
of hydropower facilities are realized) and other
technologies that require water.
Adjacent power markets should collaborate to NA
share their portfolios of flexible resources.
Markets should feature short gate closure times,
allowing trading of electricity to continue up to
within the hour before time of operation, to
minimise the “lock-in” of valuable flexible
resources.
Policy makers should assess the adequacy of NA
economic incentives presented by the market
(through fluctuating prices) for provision of the
flexibility service.
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The most critical periods for frequency stability
are those when the demand is low. During these
periods, it will be necessary to limit the
instantaneous penetration of RES in order to
maintain the security of the system

NA

NA

NA

Investment/
market

NA

Public
acceptance

NA

Policy

Market and operational constraints on the
availability of flexible resources need to be
reduced. The impact of increasing variability and
uncertainty in the net load on system
management needs to be monitored carefully.
Policy should remove (unnecessary) regulatory
barriers to the provision of flexibility services,
such as non-electrical constraints on the use of
hydro plants for balancing.
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The levelized cost of energy for many RE
technologies is currently higher than existing
energy prices, though in various settings RE is
already economically competitive.
The cost of most RE technologies has declined
and additional expected technical advances
would result in further cost reductions.
[2014] Since AR4, many RE technologies have
demonstrated
substantial
performance
improvements and cost reductions, and a
growing number of RE technologies have
achieved a level of maturity to enable
deployment at significant scale.
[2014] There are significant social and cultural
barriers facing renewable power systems as
policymakers continue to frame electricity
generation as a mere technical challenge. In the
absence of a wider public discourse around
energy systems and challenging entrenched
values about perceived entitlements to cheap and
abundant forms of electricity, RE and energyefficiency programmes will continue to face
public acceptability problems.
An increasing number and variety of RE
policies—motivated by many factors—have
driven escalated growth of RE technologies in
recent years.
Public R&D investments in RE technologies are
most effective when complemented by other
policy instruments, particularly deployment
policies that simultaneously enhance demand for
new technologies.

The gap between the average system marginal
price and the average market revenue of wind
and PV ranges from 10 to 30 % depending on the
country. The gap presents a degree of correlation
with the penetration rate of variable RES.
Moreover, this energy value gap increases with
the variable RES penetration (“cannibalisation”
effect). In Europe, this “cannibalisation” effect is
more pronounced for PV.

NA

NA

Policy makers are encouraged to view the
electricity system as only a part of a wider
energy system including heat and transport
sectors. Technologies such as electric vehicles
and increased electrical heating (in effect the
storage of electricity in car batteries or as heat)
are becoming increasingly significant.
Regional
policy
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The literature indicates that long-term objectives
for RE and flexibility to learn from experience
would be critical to achieve cost-effective and
high penetrations of RE.
Under most conditions, increasing the share of
RE in the energy mix will require policies to
stimulate changes in the energy system.
NA
NA

This second table presents extractions from more selected reports produced by professional organisations of the electricity industry – Eurelectric, ENTSO-E,
ESHA, among others.
Title
Year Content
e-Highway 2050 – an on-going EU
research project
(http://www.e-highway2050.eu/ehighway2050/)
“The project aims at defining overlay 2015
grid structures under extreme
scenarios
to
depict
possible
developments towards the year 2050”.
Report D2.1 on “Data sets of
scenarios for 2050”, 31/08/2014 and
20/07/2015 and report D2.2 on
“European cluster model of the PanEuropean transmission grid”.
http://www.e-highway2050.eu/results/

e-H2050 aims at defining future transmission system structures that are capable of reaching the ambitious European
climate targets. E-H2050 builds on the ENTSO-E Roadmap 2013-22 and TYNDP-2014 (see below).

e-H2050 is a top-down scenario based study (Large and 100% RES, High GDP & market, Large fossil and nuclear,
Small and local). Europe is segmented into blocks (5+North Africa), countries and regional clusters (106). Scenarios are
defined at Europe level. Considering no internal grid constraints (“copper plate”) and a global demand 21, scenarios
cascade to blocks, countries and regions along three steps:
5. defining, for each “block” of countries, weights (“distribution keys”) on equipment type (production mix, storage)
and demand characteristics that depend on the scenario and insure demand/production adequacy at all levels22.
6. Refining these weights according to policies and trends of each country.
7. Redistributing the weights in regional clusters .
At each step the European system is optimized2324 in one shot for each scenario and a perfect market is assumed.
Intermittency: e-H2050 uses space (cluster) and time (hour) resolutions adapted to demand and RES variability.
Potential CRE production and demand: are accounted for along this top-down cascade specializing each block on a type
of dominant energy and then refining this specialization locally.
e-H2050 only equip regions with potentials over a threshold (wind>5ms-1 and Only five countries in Europe have
regions where Direct Normal Irradiation>2000 kWh.m-2.year-1 (Spain, Portugal, Greece, France and Italy))

21

Assuming that countries (and of course regions) do not secure independently their load.

22

Climate variability is essentially accounted for at this level, specializing each block on a type of dominant energy – windy west, sunny south, rainy/snowy north.

Antares is a sequential Monte-Carlo system simulator developed by RTE. More details can be found in : M.Doquet, C.Fourment,J.M.Roudergues “Generation&Transmission Adequacy of
Large Interconnected Power Systems : A contribution to the renewal of Monte-Carlo approaches”, PowerTech2011, IEEE Trondheim
23

24

The Loss of Load Duration (LOLD) is a quite convenient way to assess how far the system is from a reasonable adequacy (preliminary optimization of blocks with LOLD<3hours before
choosing the storage and backup capacity).
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“Close to zero emission by 2050 2015
means from 100 to 400 billion €
investment in electricity transmission,
concludes e-Highway2050”
Press release 29/10/2015 and project
report D2.3 on “Modular Development
Plan
of
the
Pan-European
Transmission
System
2050”,
20/07/2015
http://www.ehighway2050.eu/fileadmin/user_upload/15102
9-PRESS_RELEASE_V05.pdf

http://www.e-highway2050.eu/results/

ENTSOE is the European Network of
Transmission System Operators for
Electricity
“Writing history again”
2012
https://www.entsoe.eu/publications/resear
ch-and-developmentreports/Documents/121217_ENTSOE_R_D_Roadmap_2013_2022.pdf

25

Demand flexibility is implemented through a demand-side management optimisation.
Climate variability: is derived from series of meteorological data that are not clearly specified25.
Policy: Using a top-down approach means that common policy inputs are used across all countries in each scenario
Potential CRE production and demand: e-H2050 distinguishes i) exporting countries combining high RES potentials
and relatively low demand (Sweden, Norway, Finland, Romania, Bulgaria and Greece), ii) importing countries due to
their high demands compared to their local RES resources (Spain, Italy, Germany, Belgium and the Netherlands) and iii)
balanced countries (France, UK or Poland).
Transport, storage and mix: network constraints effects are measured by the difference between an European
“Copperplate” situation and the current “starting grid” over which transmission requirements (TR) are identified.
e-H2050 shows that:
- the network expansion rate is driven by the increase in generation, and especially wind and solar.
- North-South corridors connecting North and South with Central Continental Europe are indispensable for the
security and affordability of the power system on the long-term but there is no need for an overlay grid.
- The benefits of these requirements for the European system, resulting from the optimal use of energy sources, largely
exceed their costs.
Environmental impact needs to be evaluated (Task 4.1 to come)
ENTSOE regularly communicates on electricity network policy and technology. It recently published two reports on i)
“Research and development roadmap – 2013-2022” also entitled “writing history again” in 2012 and ii) “Ten year
network development plan” in 2014.
CRE governing variability: ENTSOE considers that “Evolution of power generation from centralized plants to
distributed renewable energy sources” is the first “Megatrend” of the electricity sector (p. 12). “RES and demand
variability” is mentioned several times in the report. It also recognizes that “Huge increase of variable RES production
causes more uncertainties for the market and also for transmission system operations”.
Potential CRE production and demand: ENTSOE does not consider potential CRE resource as a key driver of grid
modernization (p.13), neither as major R&D target (p. 18).

As for load, different hourly time series of solar, wind and run of river generation can be provided. Likewise, for each Monte-Carlo year, one of each will be picked at random. When spatially
correlated time-series are available for load and wind, solar and hydro energy, they are chosen on the basis of duly correlated draws.
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“Ten year network development plan 2014
2014” (TYNDP-2014)
https://www.entsoe.eu/majorprojects/ten-year-networkdevelopment-plan/tyndp2014/Documents/TYNDP
2014_FINAL.pdf

26

Transport, storage, mix: ENTSOE considers that “Integration of massive RES increases transmission distances” (p. 37)
and draws attention on grid planning, affecting 20M€ to the following question about operational grid planning: “The
current security criteria, the N-1 criteria26, is a simple, robust, harmonized and transparent way of planning and operating
transmission grids that was developed decades ago. The integration of renewable energy sources such as wind- and solar
power has considerably changed and will continue to change the way transmission systems are planned and operated.
(…) In this perspective it is relevant to analyze if the N-1 criteria is still adequate for planning and operating
transmission grids or if it has to be complemented to take into account the variability of RES and demand” (p. 52).
ENTSOE encourages Power Technologies for transport (DC/AC) and storage reducing “the extra costs that arise from
the management of variable power generation and volatility of demand inherent in renewable sources and demand
management” (p. 19).
Transition to 100% renewables: ENTSOE states in its “Megatrends” that “End consumers may incur higher costs during
the evolution towards cleaner energy”
Environment: ENTSOE considers together “environmental impact (noise, leakage, etc.) and safety for workers or nearby
inhabitants” in many respects (grids, power technology, etc…).
(especially in case of failure),
Market: ENTSOE considers the “completion of the Internal Electricity Market for Europe” as a megatrend (p. 12) and
specifies that “Large-scale market simulation tools involving renewables, demand-side response and storage systems are
needed to understand complex market interactions” (p. 54).
Policy: ENTSOE promotes “a unified vision of the energy matrix” in Europe as well as “A top-down approach (…) to
support long-term planning goals” (p. 37).
ENTSOE motivates a 150 billion euros grid extension stating that “RES development is the major driver for grid
development until 2030” and that “interconnection capacity must double on average throughout Europe”. ENTSOE
considers that “the TYNDP project portfolio contributes directly to approximately 20% of the CO2 decrease by 2030”.
This report does not bring major or specific information elements regarding climate, CRE variability and associated
issues.

N-1 is a common security standard meaning that the system moves to a satisfactory state for any single credible contingency event(s) like the loss of a single transmission circuit, of a single
generator, of an HVDC pole, of an interconnecting transformer, etc…
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“Towards smarter grids: Developing 2015
TSO and DSO roles and interactions
for the benefit of consumers”

ESHA (European Small Hydropower 2012
Association)
Stream Map project 2009-2012
http://streammap.esha.be/

ENTSO-E Position Paper on Developing TSO and DSO Roles for the Benefit of Consumers that attracts attention on the
need of TSO-DSO interaction because “(RES) displace conventional forms of generation” with “an expanding share of
power production taking place at the distribution level”. It highlight the role of “producer-consumer (‘prosumer’)” and of
the “Demand Side Response (DSR)”.
The main guiding principles are about:
CRE production and demand: “TSOs should work with DSOs and regulators in determining requirements around
observability and active power management of distributed generation (DG) and DSR”.
Market: “TSOs and DSOs need to provide consumers access to participate in all markets” and in consequence to
“remove all barriers to aggregation” in order “to maximize [the] economic potential”. ENTSOE considers that “it is
preferable to have a single, unique marketplace both for flexibility and balancing”.
Policy: ENTSOE considers that “Policymakers will need to acknowledge the strong element of subsidiarity in the
evolution of roles and responsibilities for TSOs and DSOs. Given that there are 41 TSO members of ENTSO-E
connected to over 2400 DSOs, the diversity of national arrangements (e.g. voltage levels, roles and responsibilities,
capabilities, interests, etc.) will preclude the development of one-size-fits-all solutions.
ESHA communicates on the “large potential for SHP development in the EU-27: less than half of the potential has
already been tapped with more than 50 TWh/year that can be added in the future” essentially from “Italy, France, Spain,
Austria, Portugal, Romania, Greece and Poland”.
ESHA insists on the need of fair access to the market and easier licensing procedures.

EURELECTRIC
http://www.eurelectric.org
“Integrating intermittent renewables 2010
sources into the EU electricity system
by 2020: challenges and solutions”

Union of the Electricity Industry, Eurelectric is the sector association representing the common interests of the electricity
industry at pan-European level

“Flexible generation:
renewables”

This report considers how “the renewables take-off brings about far-reaching consequences that affect the way electricity
systems are operated” and “shows that a system approach is needed to get the flexibility story right” (p. 4). Its main
recommendations are:
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up 2011

This reports considers basically “market integration” and “grid investments” as the main solutions for RES integration.
Markets: “EURELECTRIC believes that the market will find the equilibrium market price to stimulate the correct
investments, provided that prices are allowed to change freely (without price caps/floors) and competition authorities
accept the “price spikes” that will emerge”. “Nevertheless, in some cases, the uncertainty faced by investors on the
magnitude and frequency of “price spikes” may put the necessary back up generation capacity at risk. If this occurs,
market design rules may need to be reviewed”. “Careful analysis is required to assess in which cases, under which
conditions and on what geographical scale it may be advisable to introduce capacity remuneration models”.

“Hydro
in
Renewables”

Europe:

Powering 2011

“Power distribution in Europe – facts 2013
and figures”
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Intermittency: “Coping with power ramps will become increasingly relevant” [there is a difference of appreciation in the
time characteristics of the ramps of concern – here infra-daily compared with the more recent IEA report in 2011] and
“Power plants do not respond equally to power ramps”.
Backup: The CRE bloom increases the need for flexibility and back-up resources in other parts of the power system.
This report considers the hydropower contribution to the Europe RES programme. Beyond considering that
“Hydropower is a major renewable generation technology in Europe’s electricity mix”, “helps to mitigate climate
change”, “provides flexibility to the electricity system” and that “its interaction with other RES will make the ambitious
EU RES agenda a success”, their main key recommendations to policy makers are (p. 58-59):
Access to renewables: “There is still significant hydropower potential”, “only about half of its technically feasible
potential has been developed” in Europe.
Transport, storage and mix: “Hydropower is the only large-scale and cost-efficient storage technology available today”.
Water use: “Hydropower plays an important role in water management”.
Markets: “As electricity generation assets, hydropower plants should operate in a competitive and unbundled market
environment”.
Policy: “Pumped storage ownership claims by TSOs are truly unjustified and go against the provisions of existing
Directives”, “only generation companies have the necessary knowledge and capacities to operate such systems”.
“Pumped storage shall not be treated as consumption in setting grid fees”.
This brochure of the DSO Committee provides elementary information like:
Demand: “the EU has called for 80% of citizens to be equipped with smart meters by 2020”
Transport: “DSO represent 97% of all power lines in Europe – 10 106 km compared to 298 103 for TSO”.

5.3

Annex C – Notes from the stakeholder interaction through the network
TENERRDIS (France)

The table below presents notes from stakeholder meetings and discussions, collected through
interactions with TENERRDIS27.
Acronym

Stakeholder description

Views

CNR

Compagnie Nationale du Rhône is a SME, a
semi-public
Regional
company
(ENGIE=/GDF-Suez, Caisse des Dépôts et
Consignations, Municipalities) with a double
objective: green electricity production
(installed capacity of 3453 MW with “0
emission”) and preservation/management of
the
Rhone
territories)
(http://www.cnr.tm.fr/# )
GreenLys
(http://greenlys.fr/)
is
an
experimental Smart Grid project (43 M€
over 2012-2016) funded by the National
First Investment Programme for the Future,
the French Environment and Energy
Management Agency (ADEME) and the
cities of Lyon and Grenoble

First national CRE producer centred on its
historical activity along the Rhône River
hydropower (mostly run-of-the-river).
Their views on the policy brief were collected
during a meeting that took place on June, 28th,
2016.

GreenLys

MAIA-Eolis

SEDI

SIEL

SRCAE-RA

27

Wind energy branch of the MAIA group and
of
ENGIE
MAIA
Eolis
(http://www.maiaeolis.fr/) that creates and
operates wind-farms (21 farms - 250MW
installed in the North-East of France,
250MW in development for 2020).
“Syndicat des Énergies du Département de
l’Isère” (http://sedi.fr/) is in charge of the
DSO concession to ERDF, the development
of distribution grids and the energy
transition on behalf of 505 affiliated
municipalities.
SIEL – Syndicat Intercommunal d'Energies
du
département
de
la
Loire
(http://www.siel42.fr/) – in France, the
distribution grids belong to municipalities
and ERDF is delegated to operate 95% of
the distribution, the remaining 5% are
managed by local distribution companies
like the SIEL (see http://www.cre.fr/) or
GEG (see http://reseaux.geg.fr/ ).
Schéma Régional Climat Air Energie of the
Rhône-Alpes Region prompt by the
“Engagement
national
pour
l'environnement”, a French Law of 12 July
2010. (http://srcae.rhonealpes.fr/ )

http://www.tenerrdis.fr/en/
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Conducted by 21 industrial partners (ERDF,
ENGIE, Schneider, GEG, etc.) and some
university laboratories (Grenoble-INP and
CEA). The project targets several hundred
residential tester consumers and several dozen
commercial sites in Lyon and Grenoble and
aims at “heralding” the energy model of the
future
Interest in low frequency variability, such as the
overestimation made of the present wind
production during the past decade using
statistics from the decade of the 1990s.

The grid is often forgotten in local CRE
development projects because the DSO is subcontracted

Regional planning of CRE production in
Rhône-Alpes – wind, biomass, hydro and solar
(maps crossing potential and usage, adapt
electricity grids and storage to new
demand/production balance)

Sun’R smart
Energy

SME interest in the integration of decarbonized energies and STEP storage in
France (http://sunr-sme.fr/)

VICAT

The Vicat Group is an international cement
company with expertise acquired through
more than 160 years of research, discoveries
and participation in countless construction
projects. More than 7,700 employees in 11
countries work together to serve the Group's
numerous global clients. The group is based
in
Isère
at
Isle
d’Abeau
(http://www.vicat.fr/).
“Valence Romans Sud Rhône Alpes
Agglomeration”
(http://www.valenceromansagglo.fr/)

VRSRAA
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Vision of a middle-size distributed storage
capacity (STEPs of 1-20 MW over 3-20 hours)
aimed at “local balancing” to avoid invasive
grid costs. They question the technical and
economical links between the storage-grid
constraints-CRE fluctuations including at small
space scales.
The point of view of a high energy consumer (1
ton of coal for 10 tons of cement) that intends
to use CRE in its CO2 emitting decarbonisation
process (target of 40% of CRE substitution to
fossil – for instance 10 ha of PV plants in
Senegal and India).

The Communauté is engaged in energy
transition and is labelled 100% RES
Community (“Territoire à Energie Positive” in
France). Wind- and solar-power plants and
methane production (20% of today demand
covered, 100% targeted with a dominance of
solar and biomass). Importance to associate
“sanitary” issues (air and water quality) to CRE
development.

5.4

Annex D – Review comments provided by EDF for the reports D2.6 and D2.7
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5.5

Annex E – CRE Science-policy brief: a climate variability viewpoint on renewable
energy and electricity
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